
Digitize Your  
Source to Pay Processes  
With Ivalua and Fluxym

Make better and faster decisions with the combined expertise of Fluxym 
and Ivalua. Manage all your source-to-pay processes with a unified platform 
to gain full visibility on spend and greater operational agility.

You need Fluxym if

You are implementing Ivalua, optimizing the system and/
or training your team 

Your processes are not yet fully automated, resulting in 
your team focusing on day-to-day operations instead of 
strategy 

You are not effectively engaging with your suppliers but 
would like to become their customer of choice 

You want to accelerate your ROI and achieve quick wins.

Provide you with the insights 
to make decisions based on 
data analytics and reports. 

Help you better manage all 
categories of direct and 
indirect spend to improve cash 
management and optimize your 
buying channels.

Give you a 360° view of your 
suppliers’ information and 
activity, reducing supplier risk 
and improving collaboration.

Integrate ESG and sustainable 
procurement principles into 
your sourcing strategy.

What Ivalua can do  
for you

https://www.fluxym.com/en/


Source to Pay expert since 2002, Fluxym 
supports its clients in the digital transformation 
of their Purchasing and Finance departments and 
has carried out nearly 520 projects worldwide. 
Fluxym offers a full range of services to support 
the deployment of Source to Pay projects 
(advisory, implementation, support, and CMS).

Why Fluxym

Our offer includes 

Definition of a roadmap and target 
processes

Change management strategy

Project management

Data cleansing

Optimization of supplier onboarding and 
user adoption

Support and CMS.

Fluxym will take care of the coordination with Ivalua 
and act as your single point of contact. With technical, 
functional and advisory experts, we will cover all the 
aspects of your project. 
Ivalua’s modular offering allows you to build the 
platform specific to your needs. with Supplier risk 
management, sourcing, contract management, 
e-procurement, invoicing payments or spend analysis 
modules, Ivalua has all the bases covered. 

Our methodology

Ivalua partner since 2016, Fluxym has been recognized as a top 3 Ivalua 
integrator by Gartner. We were awarded Ivalua Best Reseller for many years 
running and are part of the Ivalua Center of Excellence. With more than 20 
years of Source to Pay experience and 60+ successful Ivalua projects, we have 
acquired strong expertise and understanding of best practices. Our proven 
methodology is suited for international projects and remote deployment. Our 
50+ certified consultants are based in North America, Asia Pacific and Europe. 
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